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About This Game

Many myths and legends have been woven about the Arabian Peninsula. One of these legends tells of Iram, City of Pillars, and
its exceptional destiny.

Being the heir to the throne you lived a life of splendor and never worked one day of physical labor – until one day, the winds of
fate turned.

Days passed and the storm did not fade, if anything its strength and ferocity only grew. You would do anything to bring back only
a spark of your mother's joy. And so, one night, when the kingdom sleeps and the moon smiles, you embark on a journey …

Caravan combines strategy with RPG elements resulting in a trading and exploration game packed with suspense and challenges.
In a pre-medieval Oriental setting players will send their caravan from town to town. On their way, they will experience

dangerous, mystical adventures, embark on rewarding quests in towns, and fight against dangerous bandits, beasts, ghoulish
creatures and djinns.
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Genre-Mix: diverse gaming experience through a mix of strategy, trade, and RPG elements

Players manage their own caravan

Setting based on history and geography of the Orient

Cultural authenticity through regional folklore and stories of the ‘Arabian Nights’
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Title: Caravan
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
it Matters Games
Publisher:
Daedalic Entertainment
Release Date: 30 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP2

Processor: 2.2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon HD 3400 Series, GeForce 8600 GS

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card with Latest Drivers

English,German,French,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Turkish
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D.W.A.R.F.S. is an interesting adventure\/puzzle game with a decent backstory. The game itself felt unfinished with no
storyline in place.

The game has very awkward controls, with even more awkward camera angles which were fairly hard to change. The dwarfs
themselves moved very slowly, taking longer than it should to complete certain tasks. The game overall just felt unfinished, the
tutorial was decent though sloppy in some aspects, being quite confusing in the actual objectives.

One of the major downfalls for this game is there is no way to hotkey actions. This required the player to constantly click tiny,
and I mean tiny, action buttons with their mouse, which gets quite tiresome after a while.

Overall, it was confusing and awkward. The game has an amazingly interesting concept and could be taken further and
improved, to make the game so much better. The state it's in now, it feels sloppy and unfinished.. I have way to many games on
steam and I'm trying to play a minimum of 1 hour in every game, afterwards I will write my review!

This game is definitely not for me however when I played it was fun. Older style games like this aren't that interesting however I
would suggest trying it out to see if you like it.. Picked up this game for a few pence in a sale. Sunk hours into it until I thought
I'd exhausted it. Tried again after a few months with a new scenario, lost hours again. Doubtless I'll tire in a while and need a
break. So take one, come back later and loose hours again. Rise and repeat.

Can't think of a few pence spent which have been so entertaining (despite the odd crash to desktop...at least there is autosave to
help out).. Great action arcade, car, and shooting game.. I enjoyed this game ran very smooth with all settings on high. Still early
access but showing signs of being a really good game.. Dinosaur lovers dream, This game is stunning to look at, the only
downfall i find is the maps are very small and have limited space for building this paired with the very limited terrain tools for
building the Pens for the Dino's.. one of these days i'll stop blindly buying space games, losing out on money,and being
depressed. OH WELL. A fascinating game with an engaging story. Some of the puzzles were frustrating though. You could have
a correct picture, but made with the smallest incorrect spacing and could therefore not progress until you made the necessary
tweak. The animations and audio really brought the game to life for me though and I overall enjoyed the experience of this
short, but very interesting story-telling game.

I would recommend to purchase on a sale. Not really quite worth spending too much money on for less than a couple hours of
actual gameplay.. The Jigsaw Puzzle part is similar to PixelPuzzles: Japan.
Because of the topic Zombies they incorporated some action elements like survive zombie waves in the below screen and build
baricades. That is not nice. Another gimmick is the zombi survival game in the main menu which is quite nasty. Especially too
kill 5k zombies in 100 min for an achievement.
I enjoyed more PixelPuzzles: Japan.
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Great series! Would love to see more of Hector in the future. He may be an
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but he is the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
who will save Clapers Wreake. This game includes the essential dialog, blantant jokes, action ,subtle jokes, puzzels, and sexual
jokes. All wrapped up in a very British Point n Click Noir that deserves more recognition!. Shoot, Die, Repeat, Shoot, Die,
Repeat, Shoot, Die, Repeat.

A casual and free game. Also enjoyable, try to donate to give the developers some love!. I love this game but was disappointed
when playing it. I don't think it was worth $10. The game itself is a little glitchy and is constantly quitting unexpectedly on me..
Good story delivered as a kinetic visual novel with several minigames, some of which appear difficult at first but all of which
have very simple and satisfying solutions, the kind that make you smile when you see the solution. The bonus conversations are
an interesting way of adding a bit to the story and backstory. InvertMouse games contain some very clever elements that I enjoy
very much,. The interface could use a little work, but nevertheless if you've played Terra Mystica before you'll feel right at
home. 5/5 would buy and rage at friends again.. This is, at its core, garbage. The lighting on most of the levels doesn't load,
several of the levels start you off inside a sealed box, level 100 is just a solid wall where the player doesn't even spawn in,
according to other people the art used is stolen, every level exit causes the software to fade to black and become unresponsive,
one of the achievements does not actually have a trigger, going to the menu causes the player to be cloned an arbitrary number
of times, objects in a level can start ignoring the code for removal on death, the weapons are missing art, most of the
achievements are obtained by starting the software, etc...

This is not a game. This is a steaming pile of offal. Do not buy it.. Best game ever made!. This game is unfathomably beautiful!
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